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CHAIR'S REPORT
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) is
an organic socio-political movement
founded on rights-based approach to
promoting gender equity in Somalia. Since
its inception, in 2015, SGEM has paved the
way for innovative approaches to advance
gender equity and advocate for Somali
women’s access to public decision-making.
SGEM was launched in Minneapolis by a
group of dedicated women led by Ms.
Zainab Hassan, and its headquarters office
is in Mogadishu, Somalia.
In 2011, SGEM’s Board of Directors
includes both men and youth as it values
inclusivity and believes in the strength of
collaborative efforts in bringing about
positive societal change.
As you will see in the annual report, SGEM
had busy and productive year in 2021.
SGEM expanded its gender equity
advocacy portfolio and included Peace
building, Reconciliation and Conflict

Resolution initiatives. To carry out these
expanded programs, SGEM launched its
virtual Forum for Solutions and Somalia
Tweet Chat sessions. Through its new
Forum for Solutions, SGEM hosted six
virtual dialogue session on pertinent
topics, and four Somalia Tweet Chat
sessions.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, as the
Chairperson of SGEM, I would like to say
thank you to all the Somali women and
men, both from the diaspora and inside
the country, who have contributed to the
success of this movement in various ways.
Marching forward to 2022 and beyond,
SGEM will continue its dedication to
advocate for broad-based substantive
gender equity, and promote peacebuilding
and reconciliation through capacity
building,
knowledge
exchange
and
translation to achieve its vision of building
united purpose for sustainable equity and
justice in Somali society.

FOWSIA

ABDULKADIR
CHAIRWOMAN, SOMALI GENDER
EQUITY MOVEMENT (SGEM)
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INTRODUCTION
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) is a non-partisan,
global movement that started organically to address the
glaring absence of Somali women’s voices from the critical
debates surrounding the future of Somalia sparked an idea to
create on Facebook Vision 2016 for Somali Women group. This
movement was and is timely and way overdue idea and
responsive action by Somali women activists, researchers, and
community leaders.
SGEM is a political and socio-economic movement that
galvanized close to 8,000 diverse Somali women inside the
country and in the diaspora, who have united to advocate for
gender equity in Somalia. SGEM was officially launched in
Minneapolis, Minnesota in the USA on June 13, 2015, and its
headquarters is in Mogadishu, Somalia. SGEM is registered as a
local organization under the Ministry of Interior, Federal Affairs
and Reconciliation (MoIFAR) in Mogadishu, Somalia.

MISSION

To advocate for broad-based Somali gender equity
dedicated to promoting peacebuilding,
reconciliation, and socio-economic and political
equity in the public decision-making arena.

VISION

To endeavor for an inclusive Somali society and
achieve substantive gender equity for women and
girls.

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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SGEM seeks to ensure women’s representation, and gender
mainstreaming in all political parties’ agendas and all government
policies and procedures. It stresses women’s rights and highlights
Somali women as an integral part of Somalia`s nation building.
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BACKGROUND
In 2015, SGEM undertook an assessment of
the status of women’s representation in
the
Federal
and
State/Regional
Administration levels. The assessment
concluded
that
none
of
these
administrations have upheld the Garowe II
Accord on allocating a minimum of 30% of
quota for Somali women. In 2012, the
Somali National Constituent Assembly and
other key stakeholders agreed to allocate
a minimum 30 percent quota of Federal
Parliament
seats
for
women.
Unfortunately, women received only 14
percent, and disenfranchisement is even
more pronounced in Somaliland and
Federal Member States (FMSs).
SGEM analyzed and judiciously responded
to the Somali Federal Government’s Vision
2016 framework document, the Provisional
Constitution and policies, and Regional
Constitutions to apply a gender lens to all
public policy. SGEM aims to pave the way
for
a
minimum
of
40%
female
representation in appointed and elective
offices.

An assessment of the status of women's
representation
in
the
Federal
and
State/Regional
Administration
levels.
Concluding
that
none
of
these
administrations have upheld the Garowe II
Accord`s agreement on allocating a 30%
of quota for Somali women. (2015).
Reviewing the Somali constitution to
ensure that a gender equity lens is
applied to all public policies. SGEMS also
identified
gender
gaps
within
the
constitution and sought its full integration
in all the articles of the constitution,
(wherever appropriate). (2015).

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

SGEM was at the forefront of organizing
and advocating for the minimum 30%
quota for Somali women in each of the
Upper House and the House of the People
of the Federal Parliament for the 2016
Indirect
Elections.
It
also
provided
outreach and education for potential
female candidates and advocates. SGEM
conducted a comprehensive, targeted
campaign for the 2016 Indirect Election.
SGEM was determined to recruit, inform,
organize, and advocate for Somali women
to participate in and get adequate
representation
in
the
2016
limited
election. SGEM focused on a more
effective and targeted advocacy campaign
entitled: #UHiiliHaweenka (Stand with
Somali Women) Campaign to advocate for
a minimum of 30% quota allocated for
women in each of the Upper House and
House of the People at the Federal
Parliament, and women to participate in
the Electoral Colleges.
The overall objective of SGEM is that
Somali women achieve social and political
justice in the public decision-making
arena. To promote political and social
justice advocacy and development, SGEM
conducted several activities in the past
including:
Holding two forums (one in Mogadishu,
Somalia, and one in Toronto, Canada)
about promoting gender equity and
building coalitions. (2015).
Advocating for gender equity: calling for a
40% quota for women in decision making
at all levels of government. (2015-present).
Public
awareness
gender equity and
(2015-present)

campaigns
about
women leadership
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Ensuring compliance with a minimum of
30% quota allocated for women in the
Upper House and Lower House of the
Federal Parliament, and to participate in
electoral colleges while advocating for an
increase of 40% (2016, 2021).
Conducting
educational,
outreach,
organizing, and recruitment events in
Minneapolis, MN, USA; Toronto, Canada;
Oslo, Norway; and Nairobi, Kenya to
recruit and educate women about the
electoral process. (2016).
Collaborating with national and regional
advocacy
organizations
including
Talowadag movement in Puntland to
amplify its advocacy. (2016).
Conducting letter campaign directed at
the 135 Traditional Elders and FMS leaders
to promote the election of women. (2016).
Producing
three
Videos
about
the
electoral process, and appealing to the
traditional elders and FMSs leaders. (2016).
Campaigning to reach out to both
national & regional governments (2016present).
Developing relationships and sending
letters
to
federal
member
state/administration leaders advocating
for an increase in women’s representation
in
the
parliament,
the
cabinet
of
ministers, and /or percent quota in most
regional states’ constitutions. (2016).

SGEM’s comprehensive advocacy efforts and
effective collaboration with different actors
involved was a critical component in increasing
women’s representation in the two chambers
of the federal parliament from 14% to 24% for
the House of the People, and 24% for the newly
established Upper House.

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

Collaborating with federal and FMSs
electoral
bodies
and
the
Goodwill
Ambassadors
to
address
women
candidates’ issues during the electoral
process. (2016, 2021).
Concluding
the
#UHiiliHaweenka
Campaign with a big conference held in
Mogadishu that brought together over 160
women leaders, politicians, aspirants, and
civil society advocates. (2016).
Meeting with Somaliland women umbrella
organization and shared lessons learned
from the advocacy efforts of SGEM during
2016 electoral process. (2017).
Writing a SGEM Reflections paper on
Somalia’s 2016/17 Electoral Process about
the lessons learned from the electoral
process. (2017).
Holding
a
workshop
for
women
parliamentarians
and
civil
society
advocates to develop women's agenda
and
hold
women
parliamentarians
accountable. (2018).
Zainab M. Hassan, Founder & Chairwoman
of SGEM briefed UNSC VTC meeting 23
November 2020 on women’s participation
in all aspects of the society in Somalia,
particularly
women's
political
participation, and the work of the
organization representing Somali civil
society.

SGEM continues to strive for gender equity and
women’s rights with increased programming
and activities.
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SGEM 2021 PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES
It was a very busy and productive year for
SGEM. The programs and activities of
SGEM detailed below include Gender
Equity
and
Women’s
Rights,
Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Conflict
Resolution, Forum for Solutions, and
Somalia Twitter Chat activities.

GENDER EQUITY AND
WOMEN’S RIGHTS
Since its inception in 2015, SGEM has been
advocating for women’s rights and gender
equity. In 2021, SGEM continued promoting
and advancing substantive gender equity
in Somalia’s patriarchal society. To move
forward with its objectives of gender
equity, SGEM has implemented a number
of strategies and activities focused on
political and social advocacy for women’s
meaningful access to public decisionmaking.
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SGEM held a total of four forums and two
tweet chat discussions specific to women’s
rights and gender equity. In total, these
forums reached over 9,000 and engaged
close to 500 people in different regions of
Somalia, England, UK, Minnesota, USA,
Oslo, Norway, Piedmont, Ontario and
Alberta,
Canada,
Nairobi,
Kenya,
Gelderland,
Netherlands,
and
Kuala
Lumpur, Malaysia through videos and
posters. The details of these forums are
covered in the following sections of Forum
for Solutions,
and Somalia Tweet Chat.
75

E C N EI D U A

SGEM’s activities focused on combating
the cultural practices that are barriers to
women’s rights and representation. Somali
society is a kin-based, patrilineal, agropastoral
society,
which
historically
regulated the rights and responsibilities of
people, excluded women from formal
public decision-making and leadership
positions. This has only improved with the
adoption of gender quota that SGEM has
been advocating for. In 2021, SGEM
continued its advocacy efforts, provided
discussions forums and Tweet Chat for
critical issues impacting women’s political
participation and representation. This
allowed SGEM to increase public education
awareness, and engagement, and thereby
influencing policies.

In total, these forums
reached over 9,000
and engaged close to
500 people

Discusion topic

Ensuring Somali Women’s Substantive Political Participation &
Representation in 2021 & Beyond
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PEACEBUILDING,
RECONCILIATION AND
CONFLICT RESOLUTION
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Discusion topic

Complexities around Ratifying Somalia's Constitution: Cutting through
the Rhetoric

activities reached close
to 50,000 and engaged
over 2,000 people in
different
parts
of
Somalia and abroad.
SGEM created a Forums for Solutions and
Somalia Tweet Chat, which organized
several discussion sessions focusing on
comprehensive
peace
security
and
reconciliation in Somalia. Employing a
gender equity lens, SGEM sessions
revealed the impact of conflict on women
and the role of women as peacebuilders.
In 2021, SGEM program on peacebuilding,
reconciliation, and conflict resolution held
five forums and two tweet chats. These
activities reached close to 50,000 and
engaged over 2,000 people in different
parts of Somalia and abroad.
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

SGEM’s peacebuilding programs aim to
resolve injustice in nonviolent ways and
attempt to transform the structural
conditions that generate deadly conflict.
Therefore, peacebuilding can include
reconciliation,
conflict
prevention,
management, and conflict resolution.
Strategic peacebuilding refers to work that
is conducted at all levels of society, which
builds sustainable relationships among
people locally, regionally, and nationally. In
other words, strategic peacebuilding
connects
people,
communities,
and
grassroots
organizations
with
public
decision-makers and/or leaders.
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Discusion topic: Phase 1

Discusion topic:

Maintaining Peace & Stability in Somalia while Resolving

Substantive Reconciliation in Somalia

Electoral Issues Part I&II
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Discusion topic: Phase 2

Discusion topic:

Maintaining Peace & Stability in Somalia while Resolving
Electoral Issues Part I&II

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

Enhancing Broader Human Security and Accountable Institutions
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FORUM FOR SOLUTIONS
In 2021, SGEM created virtual advocacy and
launched its Forum for Solution program,
which consisted of Zoom forum sessions.
The Forum for Solutions complimented
other SGEM strategic focus areas including
women’s rights and gender equity and
peacebuilding and reconciliation programs
discussed above.
In total SGEM hosted six Zoom dialogue
sessions and three additional forums on
Clubhouse addressing topics that were
deemed essential within the Somali
context. Below are the dialogue forum
session topics SGEM hosted last year:

1 Maintaining Peace & Stability in Somalia
while Resolving Electoral Issues (February
10, 2021);
2 Substantive Reconciliation
(April 10, 202).

in

Somalia

3 Somali Women’s Voices (April 28, 2021).
4 Complexities around ratifying Somalia’s
Constitution (June 27, 2021).
5 Ensuring Somali Women’s Substantive
Political Participation & Representation in
2021 and Beyond (August 27, 2021); and
6 Enhancing Broader Human Security and
Accountable Institutions (October 30,
2021).

As mentioned above, SGEM during the COVID-19
pandemic initiated virtual dialogue sessions through
its Forum for Solution. In total SGEM hosted six Zoom
dialogue sessions and three additional forums on
Clubhouse addressing topics that were deemed
essential within the Somali context. Below are the
dialogue forum session topics SGEM hosted last year:

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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MAINTAINING PEACE & STABILITY IN SOMALIA
WHILE RESOLVING ELECTORAL ISSUES

SGEM hosted a dialogue session in
February 2021 when there were conflicts
arising from the electoral process. SGEM
decided it was important to convene a
session that addressed how to minimize
and address some of the underlying
causes of conflict during the election
season in Somalia. This session was
entitled Maintaining Peace & Stability in
Somalia while Resolving Electoral Issues,
and panelists were asked to highlight the
root causes of the issues, provide Islamic
perspectives on conflict resolution as well
as some legal frameworks that can help
defuse and/or prevent conflicts in times of
elections. The forum also looked at the
current political conflict from the peace
and reconciliation perspective, and how it
should
be
approached.
The
forum
concluded
with
some
recommendations/solutions to the Somali
political stalemate.

If we are God-fearing, our people are family, relatives, and Somalis. When I
see how far apart we have become, it is obvious we need reconciliation to first
bring back people’s trust in each other. We can’t write or talk about the
constitution if we don't have trust in each other. I believe the leaders need to
cultivate trust first, I believe that with trust we can move forward.
Dr. Maryan Qasim
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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SUBSTANTIVE RECONCILIATION IN SOMALIA

Given the multiple reconciliation efforts in
Somalia in the past 30 years with little
impact, SGEM designed its 2nd session to
be an in-depth discussion on substantive
reconciliation, one of the timely topics for
its Forum for Solution. The invited
panelists were knowledgeable on this
topic to address the challenges and/or
barriers to a substantive reconciliation, and
as such convened a forum entitled
‘Substantive Reconciliation in Somalia’ or
(Dhab u Heshiin) in Somali. SGEM put
several relevant questions to the panelists
to address and participants to reflect,
including
the
impediments
to
a
substantive reconciliation in Somalia given
there
are
multiple
dimensions
to
reconciliation whether political or social.
The discussions also focused the required
sequencing of reconciliation efforts and
who should lead these reconciliation
efforts. It also highlighted the way forward
on realizing comprehensive reconciliation
in Somalia.

Women should lead any process. I say the women because there are
successful examples where women have achieved reconciliation in their
countries, for example, Liberia. More importantly, in addition to having
women and youth taking the lead, we also need one or two people who can
become the face or the emblem for Somalia’s substantive reconciliation
Abukar Arman
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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SOMALI WOMEN’S VOICES

SGEM’s third forum session was entitled
Somali Women’s Voices, held on April 28,
2021, the focus of this dialogue forum was
to provide a platform where Somali
women leaders, activists and politicians
inside the country and diaspora can share
ideas and gendered perspectives on the
political situation in Somalia. This Forum
was held after an outbreak of political
violence in Mogadishu and Benadir region
that had caused some casualties and
internal displacement of women and
children on April 25-27, 2021after two-year
extension of mandates by the Federal
Government.
The
women
leaders
discussed the impact of the conflict and
condemned the use of violence by all
parties under any circumstances.

The forum urged the leaders to maintain
peace and stability, adhere to their political
agreement on indirect election, and take
the country to peaceful transfer of power
while respecting the 30% quota for
women.

The
panelists
also
highlighted
the
important role Somali women have played
since the independence movement, the
sacrifices they made for the sake of peace
and reconciliation while their political role
and leadership has been excluded from
the decision-making arena.

Somali women can do a campaign instead of being a pressure group to
fight for women representation in the upcoming leadership forum to
sit on the table instead of men with suits only.
MP Fawzia Yusuf H. Aden
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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COMPLEXITIES AROUND RATIFYING SOMALIA’S
CONSTITUTION: CUTTING THROUGH THE RHETORIC

The fourth forum entitled Complexities
around ratifying Somalia’s Constitution
was held in June 2021. Panelists were
asked to discuss and reflect on issues and
challenges that surrounding the Somalia
Provisional Constitution, and provide their
perspectives on why it has yet to be
ratified. The Forum further analyzed the
impediments to a clear and inclusive
constitutional review process given there
are parliamentary and independent federal
commission and state ministries involved
in the review process as well as some of
the social and political barriers to the
completion of the Somali Constitution

constitutional review process by June 2022,
and
how
inclusive
constitutional
ratification be carried out with the absence
of Somaliland, even if all the contentious
issues are agreed upon.

The Forum concluded with the way
forward for an inclusive, transparent and
gender sensitive constitutional review
process and ratification for Somalia.
It also addressed ways to get a Somali
owned constitutional process, whether it is
realistic and achievable to complete the

The Somaliland issue is one of the obstacles and needs Somaliness,
knowledge, wisdom, and unified consultations. Ratification requires the
majority of the public to ratify. We can’t make our constitution and go
ahead and ratify it without Somaliland. It will have different ramifications.
We need a reconciliation committee/commission that works on bringing
Somalis back together and dealing with the past and what happened.
MP Mariam Arif
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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ENSURING SOMALI WOMEN’S SUBSTANTIVE
POLITICAL PARTICIPATION & REPRESENTATION IN
2021 & BEYOND

SGEM’s fifth forum session on women’s fair
access to elected positions was held in
August 2021, entitled Ensuring Somali
Women’s
Substantive
Political
Participation & Representation in 2021 and
Beyond.
The
forum
addressed
the
patriarchal challenges that permeate the
Somali context and how these can be
minimized during the upcoming electoral
process to ensure women MPs are elected
as well as the main challenges women
candidates have been facing and could
face during the electoral process. The
Forum also highlighted the potential
impact of the recent decision of the
National Consultative Forum on the
indirect elections that gives a lot of power
to the Federal Member State leaders and
state
electoral
body
regarding
the
selection
and
representation
of
communities in the House of the People,
specifically women from a human rights
perspective. It also discussed why women’s
representation in the Somali parliament
and other important positions matter from
a religious perspective.

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

Ensuring Somali women’s quota in the
current election, and how can women
persevere to gain access to political
representation at all levels of government
were underlined. This session also focused
on
highlighting
mechanisms
and
strategies to minimize the negative
discriminatory impact of patriarchy in
Somali society and on women running for
elections.
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Theoretically and practically, Islam has given men and women equal rights in their political
participation. For instance, ‘Quran’ which is the first reference of Islam talked in detail about a
democratic female leader Queen of Sheba (also known as Balqisa). Quran indicates that the
Queen’s leadership was based on consultation and delegation.
Secondly, Prophet Mohamed (PBUH) had equally consulted with men and women. For instance,
he adopted and implemented his wife's advice, Ummu Salama, during Sulh Al-Hudaybiyah (the
peace treaty). Ummu Salama’s advice was to dialogue and talk with the Muslims’ opponent the
Quraysh. In contrast, some of his male companions recommended to the Prophet to confront
and fight against the Quraysh. These political rights for women at the very beginning of Islam
constitute the major Islamic references in women’s equal political participation at all times.

Dr. Yusuf Sh. Omar

The House of the People, a strategic agreement is needed from
SIETs, FMS leaders and the PM, especially the subclans with 3 seats
to monitor who does and doesn’t, that process has to start now
before the election starts.
Samira Gaid
Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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ENHANCING BROADER HUMAN SECURITY &
ACCOUNTABLE INSTITUTIONS

The sixth and last forum of 2021 focused on
generating ideas on how to enhance
security institutions’ accountability and
broaden our understanding of security to
encompass broader human security. This
session was held in October 2021, and was
entitled
‘Enhancing
Broader
Human
Security and Accountable Institutions’.
The Forum described the state of
accountability
for
Somalia’s
security
institutions and assessed how a broader
Human Security agenda be included in the
overall security institution of Somalia in
the context that human security is human
rights that refers to the security of people
and communities as opposed to the
security of the state. It recognizes that
there are several dimensions related to
feeling safe, such as freedom from fear,
freedom from poverty, and freedom from
indignity. Panelists also highlighted ways

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report

to
improve
security
institutions’
accountability, how to promote broader
human security, and some mechanisms to
ensure that Security Institutions are held
accountable in the case of unintended
harmful practices by both the Somali
security sector and AMISOM.

19

To establish a single federal and state system that
will allow the perpetrators of human rights abuses in
Mogadishu to be held accountable in Garowe or
another region and move beyond the current
divided system
Ismail Osman

The best mechanisms to ensure the security
institutions are held accountable is that the Ministry of
Justice has the power to arrest and prosecute any
perpetrator and is independent and has power to
punish anyone who violates human rights.
Dr. Deqa A. Mohamed

Somali Gender Equity Movement (SGEM) Annual Report
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SGEM FACEBOOK
ENGAGEMENTS
In total, SGEM’s Facebook page reached a
little
over
89,000
individuals
while
engaging 11 thousand people in 2021
through it.
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SGEM held three additional forums in
Clubhouse due to requests from our
members and participants, and an intent
to utilize new media in order to reach a
wider audience. These forums were held to
continue
in-depth
dialogue
and
discussions
of
themes
related
to
reconciliation
and
women’s
political
participation. These Clubhouse forums
include Should Somali Women Campaign
for 30% Quota that was held on May 18,
2021; Political Reconciliation & Transitional
Justice in Somalia that was conducted on
April 21, 2021; and Follow Up: Substantive
Reconciliation in Somalia.
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SOMALIA TWEET
CHAT
SGEM’s Somalia Tweet Chat program is the
first of its kind in Somalia. The growing use
of
social
media
due
to
COVID-19
restrictions, SGEM started this program in
2021. It is intended to compliment
Somalia’s oral culture, and promote a
writing culture in the country while
contributing to relevant discussions on
timely topic areas.
SGEM’s Twitter Chat discussions provide
lots of valuable data in particular topics
that can be useful for leaders, researchers,
policy makers, and the public who might
be interested in these topics. Moreover, the
conversation text is available online, and
can benefit future generations. For further
information on all our Somalia Tweet
Chats, please visit @sgem2016.
In 2021, SGEM conducted a total of four
Somalia Twitter Chats in areas relating to
its other programs including gender equity
and women’s rights, reconciliation and
conflict resolution and other relevant areas
including:
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The
Complexities
Surrounding
Somalia’s
Security
Architecture
(September 18, 2021)
Somali
Women
as
Persistent
Powerbrokers
in
the
upcoming
parliamentary & Presidential Electoral
Process
The
Nexus
between
Somalia’s
Provisional
Constitution
and
the
Reoccurring Political Gridlock, and
Paradigm
Shift:
Somali
Women’s
Leadership in Reconciliation.
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THE COMPLEXITIES SURROUNDING SOMALIA’S
SECURITY ARCHITECTURE

In this Somalia Tweet Chat, participants
discussed the state of accountability for
Somalia’s security institutions, as well as
the key impediments to Somalia’s National
Security Architecture at a time when a lot
of controversies were surrounding the
security sector. It further highlighted how
the protection of citizens, particularly
women and children can be ensured
during the current political crisis and
transition, and mechanisms to ensure that
security institutions are held accountable
in the tragic case of the missing
intelligence officer, Ikraan Tahliil.

Security agencies should be
bolstered to prevent crimes against
women and children. By prioritizing
health, rights, and full protection of
women and children from armed
conflicts, we increase our prospects
for a more just, stable, and peaceful
Somalia.

SULEIMAN B. MOHAMED
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Panelists also discussed the major security
gaps in Somalia’s Transition Plan, and ways
a broader human security agenda can be
included. Whether the Somali security
institutions are ready to take over the
security responsibilities once the African
Union’s peacekeeping mission, AMISOM
exits in 2023 was analyzed.
This tweet chat session concluded with
recommendations on how to strengthen
the performance and accountability of the
security sector.

There need to be independent
institutions, with the jurisdiction to
investigate criminal conduct by
members of the armed forces. There
also need to be ways citizens can
freely report any obstacles they face
without worry of retribution

HODAN HASSAN
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SOMALI WOMEN AS PERSISTENT POWERBROKERS
IN THE UPCOMING PARLIAMENTARY &
PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORAL PROCESS

This Tweet Chat addressed the overall
challenges and opportunities for the
upcoming indirect election in 2021-2022,
the importance of having a women’s quota
in the Somali electoral process, and why
women’s representation in the Somali
parliament matters. It also analyzed
whether this electoral process would lead
to
an
increased
or
decreased
representation for women considering the
prospects of women. In addition, the
discussion
focused
on
the
key
impediments and/or barriers for women to
secure representation in the political arena
at all levels. The panelists and some of the
participants
recommended
concrete
strategies that would ensure women’s
representation at all levels of government.

Women’s political
participation is critical as they
represent over 50% of the
population and they are the
ones who are impacted by the
political bickering of Somali
men.

DR. HODAN ISSE
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Women participation is vital for
political and socio-economic stability
of the nation. Women have been key
to the major peace and reconciliation
processes. Half the population with
the most vulnerabilities of poor
governance. Gender sensitive/inclusive
politics a must and a Right

DR. HODAN ALI
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THE NEXUS BETWEEN SOMALIA’S PROVISIONAL
CONSTITUTION AND THE REOCCURRING POLITICAL
GRIDLOCK

This Tweet Chat explored the impact the
current Provisional Constitution has had
on Somalia’s political processes, its positive
or negative impacts on Somalia’s current
political gridlocks, as well as how the
absence of constitutional court in the
country contributes to the reoccurring
political disagreements among the leaders.
It also stressed how the current form of
government, with both a president and
prime minister, adds to the reoccurring
political stalemates. It also emphasized
that the contested articles in the
Provisional Constitution to be addressed,
and who should lead that process.

Without the adoption of the constitution, politicians
are free to bend the law to their interests and
needs. For example, sorting out the current
electoral impasse has taken months because there
is no respect for the provisional constitution. If the
constitution is finalized and adopted, many of these
issues would be clear. For example, including the
gender quota in the constitution would mean that
women would not have to ask male gatekeepers to
include them in the governing of their country.

DR. LADAN AFFI
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PARADIGM SHIFT: SOMALI WOMEN’S LEADERSHIP
IN RECONCILIATION

Genuine reconciliation is in dire need in
Somalia as a post-conflict society. This
tweet chat discussed some of the reasons
a comprehensive reconciliation is more
elusive in Somalia, and the leadership role
Somali women can take in genuine
reconciliation. It further explored some
reconciliation mechanisms that will help
Somalis, and ways to integrate all the
fragmented efforts at the grassroots level
for greater impact. Further discussions
focused on how Somali women and the
society as a whole can heal from the past
experiences and some strategies that
helped the panelists in their healing
journey. It concluded with some gendered
perspectives Somali women can bring to
bear in the broader Somali reconciliation
agenda.

Somali women have a unique
perspective and legacy. They are
survivors and protectors, activists,
and educators. If they want to make
a long-lasting change, they should
organize and fully embrace
feminine leadership.

DR. HABON ABDULLE
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SGEM
OPERATION

2021 was a busy and productive year for
the operations area of SGEM with
significant progress and developments in
human
resources
strategies
and
utilization, Information Technology, and
media.
SGEM expanded its Board of Directors
(BoD) to include non-founding members
with subject matter experts and males
for the first time. SGEM also developed
subgroups
on
gender
equity,
peacebuilding
and
reconciliation,
research, and media support groups.
As a volunteer organization where most
of the work was done by dedicated BoD,
SGEM expanded its human resources to
include an Executive Director, and pool of
subject matter experts to support its
programs and activities.
COVID-19 restricted SGEM’s conferences
and workshops that are usually held in
different parts of the world. However, it
also provided new opportunities of online
platforms. SGEM has taken advantage of
these platforms including Zoom and
Clubhouse social media platforms for its
Forum for Solutions, and Twitter for its
Somalia Tweet Chat programs. SGEM also
used Facebook Live for all its forums
where hundreds of people watched it live
and additional people watched the
videos.
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INFRASTRUCTURE

In 2021, SGEM developed a new website,
www.somgem.org to better increase its
visibility.
The
website
provides
useful
information related to gender equity, and
women’s rights capture SGEM’s work and is a
tool to connect with like-minded women in
Somalia and the Diaspora.
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MOVING
FORWARDS

SGEM will continue its programs relating
to Gender Equity and Women’s Rights,
Peacebuilding, Reconciliation and Conflict
Resolution, Forum for Solutions, and
Somalia Tweet Chat activities. In 2022,
more briefs relating to SGEM forums and
tweet chats will be published. SGEM will
also
conduct
training
and
skills
development workshops on women’s
rights and gender equity for women
politicians as well as peacebuilding,
reconciliation, and conflict resolution for
national and grassroots level women and
men.

BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
OBJECTIVES
To continue delivering high-quality,
best-practice programs and activities,
advocacy, and civic engagement.
To seek more funding opportunities
and partnerships investing in the
growth of the organization, and its
sustainability.
To expand the human resources of the
organization and hire paid staff.
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